
Pis'ma v ZhETF, vol. 93, iss. 12, pp. 782 { 786 c 2011 June 25Compact equation for gravity waves on deep waterA. I. Dyachenkor�1), V. E. Zakharovr��rNovosibirsk State University, 630090 Novosibirsk, Russia�Landau Institute for Theoretical Physics, 142432 Chernogolovka, RussiaDepartment of Mathematics, University of Arizona, 857201 Tucson, AZ, USA�Physical Institute of RAS, Leninskiy prospekt, 53, Moscow, 119991, RussiaSubmitted 11 May 2011Using the fact of vanishing four waves interaction for water gravity waves for 2D potential uid we were ablesigni�cantly simplify well-known but cumbersome Zakharov equation. Hamiltonian of the obtained equation isvery simple and includes only fourth order nonlinear term. It rises the question about integrability of the freesurface hydrodynamics. This new equation is very suitable as for analytic study as for numerical simulation.1.Zakharov's Equation. A one-dimensional po-tential ow of an ideal incompressible uid with a freesurface in a gravity �eld uid is described by the follow-ing set of equations:�xx + �zz = 0 (�z ! 0; z ! �1);�t + �x�x = �z����z=� ;�t + 12(�2x + �2z) + g� = 0����z=� ;here �(x; t) { is the shape of a surface, �(x; z; t) { is apotential function of the ow and g { is a gravitationalconstant. As was shown in [4], the variables �(x; t) and (x; t) = �(x; z; t)����z=� are canonically conjugated, andsatisfy the equations@ @t = ��H�� ; @�@t = �H� :Here H = K+U is the total energy of the uid with thefollowing kinetic and potential energy terms:K = 12 Z dxZ ��1 v2dz; U = g2 Z �2dx:It is convenient to introduce normal complex variableak:�k =r!k2g (ak + a��k);  k = �ir g2!k (ak � a��k);1)e-mail: alexd@itp.ac.ru

here !k = pgk { is the dispersion law for the grav-ity waves, and Fourier transformations  (x) !  k and�(x)! �k are de�ned as follows:fk = 1p2� Z f(x)e�ikxdx; f(x) = 1p2� Z fke+ikxdk:Hamiltonian can be expanded in an in�nite series inpowers of ak (see [4, 5])H = H2 +H3 +H4 + : : :This variable ak satis�es the equation@ak@t + i �H�a�k = 0;whereH2 =Z !kaka�kdk;H3 =Z V kk1k2fa�kak1ak2 + aka�k1a�k2g�k�k1�k2dkdk1dk2++13Z Ukk1k2fakak1ak2+a�ka�k1a�k2g�k+k1+k2dkdk1dk2;V kk1k2 = g 148p� �jkj 14Lk1k2 � jk2j 14L�kk1�jk1j 14L�kk2� ;Ukk1k2 = g 148p� �jkj 14Lk1k2 + jk2j 14Lkk1 + jk1j 14Lkk2� ;Lkk1 = 1jkk1k2j 14 (kk1 + jkjjk1j):782 �¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 93 ¢»¯. 11 { 12 2011



Compact equation for gravity waves : : : 783Fourth order part of Hamiltonian is the following:H4 = 12Z W k3k4k1k2 a�k1a�k2ak3ak4�k1+k2�k3�k4dk1dk2dk3dk4++13Z Gk4k1k2k3(a�k1a�k2a�k3ak4+c:c:)�k1+k2+k3�k4dk1dk2dk3dk4++ 112Z Rk1k2k3k4(a�k1a�k2a�k3a�k4+c:c:)�k1+k2+k3+k4dk1dk2dk3dk4:Here W k3k4k1k2 , Gk4k1k2k3 and Rk1k2k3k4 are equal to:W k3k4k1k2 = � 132� hMk1k2�k3�k4 +M�k3�k4k1k2 �Mk1�k3k2�k4��Mk2�k3k1�k4 �Mk1�k4k2�k3 �Mk2�k4k1�k3 i :Gk4k1k2k3 = � 132� hMk3�k4k1k2 +Mk2�k4k1k3 +Mk1�k4k2k3 ��Mk1k2k3�k4 �Mk1k3k2�k4 �Mk2k3k1�k4i :Rk1k2k3k4 = � 132� hMk3k4k1k2 +Mk2k4k1k3 +Mk2k3k1k4++Mk1k4k2k3 +Mk1k3k2k4 +Mk1k2k3k4 i :HereMk3k4k1k2 = jk1k2j 34 jk3k4j 14 (jk1 + k3j+ jk1 + k4j++ jk2 + k3j+ jk2 + k4j � 2jk1j � 2jk2j):Now one can apply canonical transformation from vari-ables ak to bk to exclude non resonant cubic terms alongwith non resonant fourth order terms with coe�cientsGk4k1k2k3 and Rk1k2k3k4 . This transformation up to theaccuracy O(b5) has the form [4, 6, 7]:ak = bk + Z �kk1k2bk1bk2�k�k1�k2dk1dk2�� 2 Z �k2kk1b�k1bk2�k+k1�k2dk1dk2++ Z �kk1k2b�k1b�k2�k+k1+k2dk1dk2++ Z Bk2k3kk1 b�k1bk2bk3�k+k1�k2�k3dk1dk2dk3++ Z Ck3kk1k2b�k1b�k2bk3�k+k1+k2�k3dk1dk2dk3++ Z Skk1k2k3b�k1b�k2b�k3�k+k1+k2+k3dk1dk2dk3: (1)HereBk2k3kk1 = �k1k1�k2�k3kk3�k + �k1k3k1�k3�k2kk2�k�� �kk2k�k2�k3k1k3�k1 � �k1k3k1�k3�k2k1k2�k1�� �k+k1kk1 �k2+k3k2k3 + ��k�k1kk1��k2�k3k2k3 + ~Bkk1k2k3 ;

�kk1k2 = � V kk1k2!k � !k1 � !k2 ; �kk1k2 = � Ukk1k2!k + !k1 + !k2 ;�kk1k2 and �kk1k2 provides vanishing of cubic terms inthe new Hamiltonian and ~Bkk1k2k3 is an arbitrary functionsatisfying the following symmetry conditions:~Bkk1k2k3 = ~Bk1kk2k3 = ~Bkk1k3k2 = �( ~Bk2k3kk1 )�:~Bkk1k3k2 manages 2$ 2 coe�cient in the new Hamil-tonian. Coe�cients Ck3kk1k2 and Skk1k2k3 provide van-ishing 3$ 1 and 4$ 0 terms in the Hamiltonian.After transformation (1) the Hamiltonian acquiresthe following form:H = Z !kbkb�kdk+12 Z [T k2k3kk1 �(!k+!k1�!k2�!k3)�� ~Bk2k3kk1 ]b�kb�k1bk2bk3�k+k1�k2�k3dkdk1dk2dk3 + : : : :(2)If ~Bk2k3kk1 = 0, equation (2) is known as Zakharov's equa-tion. Here Tkk1;k2k3 satis�es the symmetry conditions:T k2k3kk1 = T k2k3k1k = T k3k2kk1 = T kk1k2k3and has the form:T k2k3kk1 =W k2k3k1k �� �Vkk2k�k2Vk3k1k3�k1!k2 + !k�k2 � !k + Vkk2k�k2Vk3k1k3�k1!k1 + !k3�k1 � !k3 ��� �Vk1k2k1�k2Vk3kk3�k!k2 + !k1�k2 � !k1 + Vk1k2k1�k2Vk3kk3�k!k + !k3�k � !k3 ��� �Vkk3k�k3Vk2k1k2�k1!k3 + !k�k3 � !k + Vkk3k�k3Vk2k1k2�k1!k1 + !k2�k1 � !k2 ��� �Vk1k3k1�k3Vk2kk2�k!k3 + !k1�k3 � !k1 + Vk1k3k1�k3Vk2kk2�k!k + !k2�k � !k2 ��� �Vk+k1kk1Vk2+k3k2k3!k+k1 � !k � !k1 + Vk+k1kk1Vk2+k3k2k3!k2+k3 � !k2 � !k3 ����U�k�k1kk1U�k2�k3k2k3!k+k1+!k+!k1 +U�k�k1kk1U�k2�k3k2k3!k2+k3+!k2+!k3 � :(3)At this moment we approach to the key point of thisarticle. Namely, appropriate choice of ~Bkk1k2k3 in (2) isbased on two things:1. The coe�cient T k2k3kk1 is identically equal to zeroon the resonant manifold [1]:k + k1 = k2 + k3;!k + !k1 = !k2 + !k3 ; (4)�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 93 ¢»¯. 11 { 12 2011



784 A. I. Dyachenko, V. E. Zakharovwith nontrivial solution:k = a(1 + �)2;k1 = a(1 + �)2�2;k2 = �a�2;k3 = a(1 + � + �2)2; (5)here 0 < � < 1 and a > 02. Also we consider waves moving in the same direc-tion, that allows us to consider only positive wave-numbers k. This assumption came from numericalsimulations [2, 3].This fact and that observation allow drastically sim-plify Hamiltonian. One can vanish cumbersome expres-sion for T k2k3kk1 in (2) keeping only its diagonal part. Thisdiagonal part corresponds to trivial four-wave scatteringk2 = k1; k3 = k; or k2 = k; k3 = k1: (6)It is equal toTkk1 = T kk1kk1 = 14� jkjjk1j (jk + k1j � jk � k1j) : (7)Using this diagonal part one can construct the followingfunction (with tilde):~T kk1k2k3 = �12(Tkk2 + Tkk3 + Tk1k2+Tk1k3)�� 14(Tkk+Tk1k1 + Tk2k2 + Tk3k3)� �(kk1k2k3); (8)�(x) = (0; if x < 0;1; if x > 0.This function. ~T kk1k2k3 , has been intoduced already in ourwork [8], however only now we discovered possibilityof essential simpli�cation of Zakharov equation and itsHamiltonian. Let us consider the case when all wavesmove in the same direction. It mean that all k have thesame sing. Thus, let ki > 0, andb ' ei(kx�!t):Then ~T kk1k2k3 can be signi�cantly simpli�ed, modulus forjk + k1j along with jkj and jk1j can be dropped. NowT̂kk1 = 14�kk1 (k + k1 � jk � k1j) :Simple calculations end up with~T kk1k2k3 = 18� [kk1(k + k1) + k2k3(k2 + k3)]�

� 18� (kk2jk � k2j+ kk3jk � k3j++k1k2jk1 � k2j+ k1k3jk1 � k3j): (9)2. Compact equation. Let us make choice for~Bkk1k2k3 as follows:~Bkk1k2k3 = T kk1k2k3 � ~T kk1k2k3�(kk1k2k3)!k + !k1 � !k2 � !k3 : (10)It makes four-wave coe�cient in (2) equal to ~T kk1k2k3 . Notethat expression (10) for ~Bkk1k2k3 has no singularity on res-onance manifold. Using following relations for K̂ andspace derivative kb�k , i @@xb�(x); (11)kbk , �i @@xb(x); (12)jk � k2jb�kbk2 , K̂(jb(x)j2) (13)hamiltonian can be easily written in X-space:H=Z b�!̂bdx+ i16Z �b�2 @@x (b02)�b2 @@x (b�02)� dx�� 14 Z jbj2K̂(jb0j2)dx: (14)After integrating by parts Hamiltonian acquires verynice form:H=Z b�!̂bdx+14 Z jb0j2 � i2(bb0��b�b0)�K̂jbj2� dx: (15)This is the main result of the article. Correspondingequation of motion is the following:i@b@t = !̂b+ i8 �b� @@x �b02)� @@x (b�0 @@xb2���� 14 �bK̂(jb0j2)� @@x [b0K̂(jbj2)]� : (16)Along with usual quantities such as energy and bothmomenta equation (16) conserves action or number ofwaves: N = Z jbj2dx:3. Some solutions. 3.1. Monochromatic wave.Monochromatic wave with arbitrary amplitude B0b(x) = B0ei(k0x�!0t) (17)is the simplest solution of (16). Indeed, plugging (17) into the equation (16) one can get the following relation!0 = !k0 + 12k30 jB0j2: (18)�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 93 ¢»¯. 11 { 12 2011



Compact equation for gravity waves : : : 785Recalling transformation from ak to bk one can see thatfor waves with small amplitude (ak ' bk)jB0j2 = !k0k0 �20 ;and relation (18) coincides with well known Stokes cor-rection to the frequency due to �nite wave amplitude!0 = !k0 �1 + 12k20 j�0j2� : (19)3.2. Modulational instability of monochromaticwave.We consider perturbation to the solutionb = B0ei(k0x�!0t);where B0 = 1p2� Z bk0ei(k0x�kx)dxand!0 = !k0 + 12 jB0j2k30 ; 14� jbk0 j2k30 = 12T k0k0k0k0 jbk0 j2:Perturbed solution has the following form:b) (bk0 + �bk0+ke�i
kt + �bk0�ke�i
�kt)e�i!0t (20)with the following condition:
k = �
�k:Suppose �bk0+k grows as�bk0+k ) �bk0+kektone can easily obtain the following formula for k:2k= ��d(k)�3jB0j24 k0k2�"d(k)+jB0j2k0�k0�jkj2 �2# :(21)If we introduce steepness of the carrier wave !k0�2 == jB0j2k20 and approximate d(k) asd(k) ' �18!00k0k2 = �18!k0 k2k20 ;then growth rate is equal to:2k = 18 !2k0k40 (1� 6�2)k2 "�2 �k0 � jkj2 �2 � k28 # :This expression for growth rate is more accurate thanusually derived from nonlinear Schrodinger equation.The di�erence is seen from two terms marked with bold-face.

3.3. Breathers. Equation for amplitude of the wavetrain can be easily derived from (16). Let us introduceenvelope B(x; t) so thatb(x; t) = B(x; t)ei(k0x�!0t): (22)B(x; t) is also normal hamiltonian variable and Hamil-tonian for it is the following:H = Z B�(!̂k0+k � !k0)Bdx++14 Z jB0 + ik0Bj2���i2(B(B0��ik0B�)�B�(B0+ik0B))�K̂jBj2� dx: (23)Breather is the solution equation with Hamiltonian (23)in the following form:B(x; t) = B(x� V t)e�i
t: (24)V is close to linear group velocity.4. Conclusion. Simple equation describing evolu-tion of 1D water waves is derived. Derivation of thisequation is based on the important property of vanish-ing four-wave interaction for gravity water waves. Thisproperty allows to simplify drastically well-known Za-kharov's equation for water waves, which is very cumber-some. Written in X-space instead of K-space, it allowsfurther analytical and numerical study. Simple Hamil-tonian which is obtained after canonical transformationrises the question about integrability of the equationsfor potential ow of uid in the gravity �eld. It remainsstill open.This new equation can be generalized for the \al-most" 2D waves, or \almost" 3D uid. When con-sidering waves slightly inhomogeneous in transverse di-rection, one can think in the spirit of Kadomtsev{Petviashvili equation for Korteveg{de-Vries equation,namely one can treat now frequency !k as two dimen-sional, !kx;ky , while leaving coe�cient ~T kk1k2k3 in (9) notdependent on y. Now b depends on both x and y:H = Z b�!̂kx;ky bdxdy++ 14 Z jb0xj2 � i2(bb0�x � b�b0x)� K̂xjbj2� dxdy: (25)This work was supported by Grant of Governmentof Russian Federation for support of scienti�c research,carried under direction of leading scientists in russianuniversities # 11.G34.31.0035 (leading scientist { Za-kharov V.E., GOU VPO \Novosibirsk State Univer-sity"). Also was it was supported by the US ArmyCorps of Engineers Grant #W912-BU-08-P-0143, by�¨±¼¬  ¢ ���� ²®¬ 93 ¢»¯. 11 { 12 2011
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